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INSIDE 

Above: Harold Williams with his 

artwork.  Left: Lavenia Weatherall from 

Homes North  with Harold. 

GOMEROI   ARTIST 

H arold Williams is a proud Gomeroi artist whose artwork has been           

displayed overseas and in Australia. Born and bred in Moree he finds 

painting a great way to relax. 

Working with acrylic paint on canvas Harold says, “My people never camped far 

from food and water.”  The title of this piece (above left)  is called Three Camps.  

They “represent the beginning” says Harold. “These camps are Top Camp, Middle 

Camp and the Mission.  The tracks around it are emu tracks; we call them 

Dinawan. The two people featured in this artwork are called Biamee and 

Wandajine.”  

The other artwork (above right) refers to other tribes such as Aniwan, Nambah, 

Wirajuri and Nirambah, from around the Gamilaroi  nation coming together for 

tribal ceremonies. The dots and lines represent the people  making the journey, 

the circles are the camps and tribes. This piece is called Gamilaroi Meeting Place.  

This talented artist paints to tell a story to pass onto other generations. 

 

National Reconciliation Week runs 
annually from  27 May to 3 June. 
These dates mark two milestones 
in Australia’s  reconciliation       
journey: the 1967 referendum and 
the historic Mabo decision,        
respectively.   

In 2017, we reflect on two 
significant anniversaries in                                
Australia’s reconciliation journey – 
50 years since the 1967                
referendum, and 25 years since 
the historic Mabo decision. As we  
commemorate these significant 
milestones, we ask all Australians 
to be a part of the next big steps in 
our nation’s reconciliation 
journey. 
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KEEPING INFORMED—COMMUNITY WELLBEING POLICY 

Left: Lavenia Weatherall meets Mark Coulton MP, Federal Member for the 

electorate of Parkes at Closing the Gap gathering at Moree.  Below: Raymond 

Dennison a tenant of Homes North chaired the event.  Closing the Gap’s goal is to 

raise the health and life expectancy of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

to that of the non-Indigenous population within a generation. 

C ommunity wellbeing Policy guides decisions about the appropriate 
responses to behaviours which threaten the well being of residents 

within a community whether Homes North Community Housing tenants or 

otherwise.  

Homes North recognises the need to embrace a more holistic approach to 
enhancing community wellbeing through resident participation, services 
and mediation.  Homes North will adopt a range of methods which will 
include prevention, intervention, support and enforce better behaviours in 

the community.   

This policy also aims to ensure Homes North complies with our legal    
obligations.    

Prevention  

 Ensure new and existing tenants understand their contractual  
responsibilities to their neighbours as specified in the Residential 

Tenancy Agreement. 

 Communicate acceptable standards of behaviour to new tenants using 

our tenancy sign-up procedures, tenant handbooks, interviews etc. 

 Encourage resident feedback, communication and participation. 

 Work with tenants to improve their environment through property and 

maintenance inspections. 

 Identify and support tenants needing assistance by providing support 

directly or by referring to specialist agencies and support services. 

 Use sensitive and flexible local allocations approaches where  

necessary. 

 Promote and encourage neighbourhood strategies which enhance 

resident satisfaction.  

 

 

 

Intervention 

  Sustain tenancies through early intervention and resolution rather    

than termination. 

 Use mediation to resolve disputes where the parties are willing to 

participate.  

 Refer residents to support services and programs where             

appropriate. 

 Transfers may be considered where other measures, such as  
mediation and referrals have failed to resolve issues, but will only be 

the last appropriate response.   

Support 

 Provide a confidential and non-judgemental method to report    

disputes and behaviours which compromise community wellbeing. 

 Contact or refer residents to appropriate support services where 

applicable. 

 Provide feedback where possible of proposed actions taken to resolve 

issues. 

 Encourage and support residents to resolve neighbourhood disputes 

directly, in a constructive and non confrontational manner. 

 Establish and maintain effective working relationships with partner 

agencies including, but not limited to, welfare services. 

Enforcement  

 Use enforcement where prevention, intervention and support measures 

have failed or were deemed to be inappropriate. 

 Apply to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal  (NCAT) to address 
persistent and/or serious breaches of the current Residential Tenancy 
Act (RTA)  Specific orders or Possession Orders, with appropriate 

delegation, depending on individual circumstances. 
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Introducing Kerry Young (Tamworth) who 

assesses and enters new Applications. Here 

Kerry answers a few questions. 

If you could travel would you go to the past or the future 

and to where? I probably would not want to do this...it is about the “here and 

now” for me.   

 If you could have a wish and knew it would be granted what would it be? 

Know my family and I are emotionally and physically secure.  But also provide 

a safe space for diverse families who are struggling with  homelessness.  

If you could live in a book, TV show or movie, what would it be? Romance novels 

that have “happily ever after endings”. 

What is your greatest achievement and how has it shaped you?                            

My children and my grandchildren.   

What are you most grateful for?  My Family. 

What words of wisdom would you pass onto your childhood self?  Don’t dream for 

things that are not attainable.  Know yourself and be happy  in your own skin.   

What food do you over eat?                                                                                  

Chocolate and Smith’s plain chips eaten at the same time.  

ID 
 

Do you know who is  

coming into your home? 

It is important for all 

Homes North              

Community Housing   

tenants to always ask for 

ID before allowing any 

unidentified person  or   

person’s access into your 

home.   

Tenant Satisfaction Survey in July.  Fill it in and you could win $100! 

I t is tenant satisfaction survey time again and once more we are encouraging you to take a little time                                 out 

to let us know more about your experience of the services we provide.   

The survey is not conducted by Homes North or our staff, so it’s independent from us.  We do this so  

you can feel confident about giving very frank and honest feedback.        
 

You will also notice a couple of small changes to the survey. This reflects that many of our tenants receive support from 

organisations other than Homes North.  Your information will help us provide a more rounded and effective service to you. 

This year we again have very generous tenant volunteers, who are our ‘Survey Champions.’   The Tenant   

Survey Champions are there to help you complete the survey.     

For tenants in Armidale, Glen Innes, Tenterfield and Inverell if you want some help ring Byron Norman on 0428 779 327 

and he will organise a survey champion to come and help you. 

For tenants in Moree, Tamworth and Gunnedah if you want some help ring Joy Wilson on 0448 825 953 and she will 

organise a survey champion to come and help you.   

All Survey Champions will have ID  from Homes North.  Don’t forget when you complete the survey and fill in the entry     

coupon, you go into the draw to win a $100 voucher.  Last year we had approx. 35% of tenants respond to the survey.  This 

year I am hoping this number will increase  by 10% .  It can, if you participate.   Let me hear your opinion because your  

                     input is important and I look forward to the results collated by the Federation of Housing NSW.                          

You can make a  positive difference 



 

 

 HINTS TO SAVE ON HEATING COSTS DURING WINTER 
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THROW OPEN YOUR CURTAINS 

Heat from the sun is free so make the most of 

it. Open your curtains and let the sunlight in 

during the day to make use of this free heat.  

 When it gets dark, shut your curtains, which 

acts as another layer of insulation and keep 

warmth in your rooms.   

You should make sure you don’t have any 

leaks or gaps so that the warm air can stay in 

and the cold air stays out.  

TURN DOWN THE DIAL 

This may seem a little counter-intuitive.  The World Health Organisation recommended a minimum temperature of 21C.          

Research shows that turning your heater down by 1 degree could cut your heating bill by up to 10%. It is worth a try. 

BLOCK OUT THE DRAUGHTS 

Get a door draft sausage dog and place it alongside your door.  It has been said draft proofing your doors, windows and cracks 

in the floor could save you more than $40.00 per year.   

DRINK SOMETHING WARM 

Drinking something warm raises your core body temperature.  But you have to be bundled up with layers.  The hot bevvy 

makes you sweat and if that sweat is allowed to evaporate, it will actually make you colder.  You’ll want to skip the hot toddy 

too.  Don’t be fooled by the warm, fuzzy feelings you get with the first few sips.  Alcohol actually lowers your body temperature. 

BREAK OUT THE HOT WATER BOTTLE 

Skip the electric blanket, which will increase your electricity bill, invest in a couple of hot water bottles.   Enjoy a few hours of 

warmth.  You can also heat up a wheat bag and put it under the pillowslip for warmth before you go to bed.    

GET A MOVE ON 

Physical activity raises your heart rate, gets your blood pumping, and raises your core temperature.  Go for a walk, or use an 

exercise machine.  Change spring cleaning to winter cleaning and do those things you have been putting off . Moving around 

in a confined space will warm you up in no time.  Cheaper than turning on the heater.   

PUT A CAP ON IT 

You may not lose most of your body heat through your head but putting on a beanie or cap when it is cold outside helps you 

stay toasty for longer.  A cold scalp does cause your core body temperature to drop  faster than it normally would. 
 

With an increase of energy costs on the 1st July 2017, cutting electricity costs will not only help the household but 
also helps meet the carbon reduction commitments that governments strive to achieve. 
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What is the Mabo decision? 

T he Mabo decision was a legal case held in 1992.  It is 

short for Mabo and others v Queensland (No.2) (1992).  

The legal decision was made by the High Court on 3rd June 

1992.  The High Court is the highest court in Australia’s 

judicial  system.  The Mabo decision was named after Eddie 

Mabo, the man who challenged the Australian legal system 

and fought for recognition of the rights of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples as the traditional owners of 

their land. 

Who is Eddie Mabo? 

Eddie ‘Koiki’ Mabo was a Torres Strait Islander who believed 

Australian laws on land ownership were wrong and fought to 

change them.  He was born in 1936 on Mer, which is also 

known as Murray Island in the Torres Strait. When he was 

growing up, life in the Torres Strait Islands was strictly      

regulated by laws made by the Queensland Government.    

In his heart Eddie believed the land he lived on belonged to 

the Torres Strait Islander people who had lived there for 

thousands of years.  But the Australian Government also 

believed that it owned the land.   

In 1981 Eddie Mabo made a speech at James Cook 

University in Queensland, where he explained his people’s 

beliefs about the ownership and inheritance of land on Mer.  

A lawyer heard the speech and asked Eddie if he would like 

to challenge the Australian Government in the court system, 

to decided who the true owner of the land on Mer was—his 

people or the Australian Government.  And this is exactly 

what Eddie Mabo did.   

Why was the Mabo case so important? 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples occupied    

Australia thousands of years before the British arrived in 

1788.  They spoke their own languages and had their own 

laws and customs.  They also had a strong connection to 

‘country’  -  the Australian land.   

When the British arrived, they declared that Australia was 

terra nullius meaning empty land or land that belongs to   

nobody. As a result, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people’s  occupation of and unique connection with the land 

were not recognised, and the British took the land without 

agreement or payment.  The Mer Islanders decided they 

would be the ones to challenge the legal principle of terra 

nullius in the High Court and that Eddie Mabo would be the 

one to lead that action.   

What was the result? 

The Mabo case ran for 10 years.  On 3rd June 1992, the 

High Court of Australia decided that terra nullius should not 

have been applied to Australia.  This decision recognised  

 

 

that  Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander  

people have rights to the 

land—rights that existed 

before the British arrived 

and can still exist today.   

Sadly, Eddie Mabo never 

found out the result of his 

legal case.  He died in 

January 1992, just five 

months before the High 

Court made its decision.   

What does native title 

mean? 

Native Title is the legal 

recognition that some 

Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander peoples have rights to, and interests in, 

certain land because of their tradition laws and customs.  

The rights granted by native title are not unlimited—they  

depend on the traditional laws and customs of the people 

claiming title.  Other people’s interests in, or rights to, the 

land are also relevant and usually take precedence over  

native title.  To have native title recognized under the Native 

Title Act 1993, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 

must prove that they have a continuous connection to the 

land in question and that they have not done anything to 

break that connection (such as selling or leasing the land). 

Why is native title important? 

Native title is important because dispossession and denial of 

land was the first act in the relationship between Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Island peoples and Europeans; setting the 

tone for the events that followed.  The Native title Act 1993 is 

important because it determines how native title interests are 

formally recorded and recognised.  It sets the rules for    

dealing with land where native title still exists or may exist.   

 

Mabo was a turning 

point for the recognition 

of  Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ rights, because it    

acknowledged their 

unique connection with 

the land.  It also led to 

the Australian Parlia-

ment passing the  Native 

Title Act 1993 

WHAT IS THE MABO DECISION? 
THE   3RD   OF   JUNE  2017  MARKS   THE   25TH   ANNIVERSARY   OF   THE   MABO   DECISION 

Below: Photograph of Eddie Mabo 

     Material obtained from Reconciliation Australia 



 

 

ABORIGINAL INFORMATION — REFERENDUM in 1967 
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The Australian referendum of 27 May 1967, called by the 
Holt Government, approved two amendments to the         
Australian constitution relating to Indigenous Australians. 
Technically it was a vote on the  Constitution Alteration 
(Aboriginals) 1967, which became law on 10 August 1967   
following the results of the referendum. 

 

 

 

 

T he 1967 referendum was a public vote to      

determine the public’s opinions of two 

aspects of the Australian constitution that 

related directly to Indigenous Australians.  The 

issue of  Indigenous rights was experiencing a 

boom in awareness and action was being 

demanded by the general public.  Harold Holt, 

the Prime Minister at the time, was responsible 

for agreeing to the national vote that would 

determine if the Australian public wanted the 

constitution to change or not. 

The outcome of the referendum vote was      

overwhelming as over 90 percent of the voters all 

voted YES, agreeing to the changes being made 

to the constitution.  This decision meant that 

the following statements were removed from the 

constitution and were no longer considered a 

part of Australian law.   

The government had the power to produce laws 

with respect to “the people of any race, other       

than the Australian race in and State, for whom    

it is deemed necessary to make special laws”. 

 

In reckoning the number of the people of the 

Commonwealth, or of a State or other part of  

the Commonwealth, Aboriginal natives shall not 

be counted. 

The second area effectively made the Australian   

aboriginal population invisible. The government 

only provided funding for the country's          

non-indigenous population, which meant that 

states could only offer very limited services to           

Indigenous communities.  As 90.77% of 

Australians voted in favour of changing these 

sections to the constitution, the Holt 

Government believed this would be a significant 

start to  ending racial discrimination. 

This meant that Indigenous people and           

non–Indigenous people were all required to     

follow the same laws set out by the government, 

and that Indigenous people would be recognised 

and counted in elections and the census in all 

states and territories of Australia. 

The decision was a milestone for Indigenous 

people as they were finally being recognised as 

part of the population and past injustices were 

beginning to be addressed by government                

officials. The decisions from the referendum 

were finally made law on 10th August 1967.   

The overwhelming support of Indigenous people 

became apparent in the 1967 referendum.  This 

meant that governments had to listen to the 

public and implement more policies that        

benefited the Indigenous population, instead of 

creating further injustices.   

Although it took approximately 5 years for 

changes to occur after the referendum, the     

results were beneficial to all Indigenous people.  

Laws were passed in relation to land rights,    

anti-discrimination, financial assistance and 

most importantly to preserve the cultural      

heritage of the Indigenous Australians.   

1967 

& 



 

 

T he Get Healthy Information and Coaching Service is a free,              

confidential telephone based service which helps people make        

lifestyle changes around healthy eating,  being physically active and  

achieving and maintaining a healthy weight.   

The service runs for 6 months and delivers the coaching support and 

information you need to help reach your health goals.  As a coaching 

participant of the Get Healthy Service you will have your own 

personal health coach, receive up to 10 free coaching calls and 

receive support to make changes over 6 months. 

Along with this, participants will receive a          

free booklet that provides you with information 

on what you need to do, and a  coaching journal 

to write down your goals and actions.   

Participants will be able to access a  website 

where you can download tools to keep track of 

your goals and help you keep an eye on your 

progress. Your coach will help develop personal 

health goals and an action plan and help maintain 

motivation. They will also identify problem areas.  

Get Healthy and start your new lease on life! Call 

them today!  

COMMUNITY SUPPORT 
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The Service runs for 6 months and 
delivers coaching support and  

information you need to help reach  
 your health goals. 

Thank you to  

Con, Maria and Soulla at Armidale's Freshest Ocean 

Shores. They have now closed their store in the Coles 

Complex but were kindly donating food to Homes North 

for our tenants.    

NEED A LAWYER? 
CRIME 1800 765 767 

CARE 1800 733 233 

 1800 765 767 

02 8303 6600 

WORK OFF FINES 
1300 478 879 

Free legal advice.  We have 

Lawyers and Field Officers 

who can help you.   

IN TROUBLE WITH 

POLICE? 

O ur approach to Tenant Surveys is to improve 

our  Service to our tenants.  It is crucial for 

tenants to highlight  areas that need improving 

and for  tenants to have a voice.  Again the       

Surveys are being  prepared for 2017 and will be 

sent to all tenants in early July.   

We hope you will take part and help us to see 

what we are doing well in and what areas we 

need to improve.  We would love to hear your 

views.  You are important to Homes North. 

 

S ituated in Gunnedah, Gatepost Therapy Services 

have been seeing HN Tenants free of charge.  Since 

August 2016 they have had 38 face to face counselling 

sessions and given 79 hours of group  therapy.  They 

are  members of the Australian Counselling                

Association and are located at 108 Barber Street, 

Gunnedah.  People don’t need to feel they are alone 

and their heart for community matches their love for 

all people.   



 

 

FOUNDER OF ABORIGINAL REFUGE 
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It was during this time that Margaret set up the 3rd 

Aboriginal Refuge in NSW at Charlestown. To Margaret’s 

credit, this centre is still supporting many Aboriginal people 

today.  “I had a lot of  support and I was respected by all 

nationalities’ says Margaret.   

 

After retirement Clifford and Margaret moved back to Moree 

but Margaret continued working for DOCs for a further 3 

months, despite having asthma and several operations that 

have seen her in and out of hospital for 6 years.  Margaret 

says, “The problems I’ve endured, Homes North have 

helped out and have been very supportive during my       

hospital stays”.  

Sadly, Margaret's mother and her two uncles were from the 

stolen generation and they were removed from where they 

were living at Walhallow near Breeza.  Before leaving the 

Department Margaret managed to locate one of her Uncle’s 

who was living at a Glebe Nursing Home, Sydney.  An 

emotional but happy reunion followed with the family taking 

a cake to celebrate his 90th birthday. The family moved him 

back to Moree where he passed away twelve months later.   

In 2010, after 43 years of marriage, Clifford sadly passed 

away, but he is never forgotten by their 7 children, twenty-

six grandchildren and thirteen beautiful great grandchildren.   

Margaret has been involved with the Moree Tenant 

Participation Committee and feels this is important as it 

gives tenants a voice.  She also continues to serve her 

district and is a valued member of the  aboriginal    

community. Margaret’s life story shows us how one person’s 

actions can make a positive difference to the lives of many 

others.  

 

FOUNDER OF THE 3RD  ABORIGINAL REFUGE 

IN NSW 

M argaret Sampson of Moree, is an inspirational role 

model, not only as a mother of seven children, but 

also as an Aboriginal woman who in the 1970s established 

a centre to support Aboriginal people.   

   

Born in Moree, Margaret attended Moree Mission School.  

At the time Aboriginal children were not allowed to attend 

the local High School, but Margaret’s sisters set a 

precedent and she was able to attend the local High 

School.   

 

Margaret worked as a housekeeper at the Terry Hie 

Property near Moree after leaving school.  Later she met 

her future husband Clifford.  They were engaged for two 

years before marrying and together they raised seven 

children.    

 

“Today all my children are successful and we had no 

problems, because Clifford and I decided early on that we 

would do things together as a family.  We walked together, 

we played games outside, rounders and tennis, and we 

often played board games on the floor.  We even had 

spelling competitions and were strong on ensuring our 

children read books.  We did not have a lot of money but 

we had an abundance of love”, says Margaret.  

 

The family moved from Moree to Morisset where Margaret 

took up a job as a Nurses Aid at Morisset Hospital, a 

position sponsored by Lake Macquarie Shire Council 

through the Red Scheme Program. 

 

In 1970 the family moved to Newcastle where Clifford 

worked for the next 30 years on the Council and    

Margaret gained work as a Domestic Violence Support 

Worker at Toronto.  

Above: Margaret Sampson looks at a younger photograph of  
herself and her husband Clifford.   

Left:  Margaret and Clifford Sampson with 
their seven children. 



 

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
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A rmidale Regional Council has entered into a Memorandum 
of Understanding with Homes North Community Housing. 

Homes North provides secure, appropriate and affordable 
rental housing for people on low to moderate  income.  

“Affordable housing is an area that is critical and warrants     
specific attention in our region,” said Council Administrator     
Dr Ian Tiley.   

“Homes North is an ideal partner for Council. The MOU         
provides a structure for the two organisations to work            
together to explore and consider opportunities that facilitate an 
increase in affordable housing in our region.”   

The Memorandum of Understanding commits Council and 
Homes North to applying resources and, where  possible,     
exercising the mechanisms available to achieve the goals of the 
MOU.   In particular, the MOU commits Council and Homes 
North to: 

 Co-operatively seek to identify and promote affordable 
housing opportunities. 

 Work together to develop an Affordable Housing 
Strategy and Policy, including consideration of potential 
planning incentives, and inclusionary zoning 
opportunities and issues. 

 Work together to seek to develop affordable housing 
projects including identifying, and considering the 
feasibility of utilising potential Council land holdings for 
the purpose. 

 Work together to establish a Regional Services HUB in    
Armidale for the purpose of providing opportunity for    
services to be built around the needs of individuals. This 
will require place-based collaboration between human  
service providers, all levels of Government and the          
non-government sector.  

 The HUB will enable individuals to access information,    
support and services they need in one location. 

“I am confident that this MOU will deliver tangible benefits to 
our region and especially to some of the less advantaged   
members of the community,” Dr Tiley said.  

http://www.armidaleregional.nsw.gov.au/news 2017 
 

 

 

Council signs Memorandum of 
Understanding with               

Homes North 

Advice for Solar Hot Water systems 

If you have a Solar hot water system, please do not 

turn the power points off, as the Solar hot water     

system will not function as intended and this will lead 

to issues. With the power off the solar pump cannot 

circulate the water heated on the roof to the storage 

tank and this can result in increased water heating 

costs. If the power is turned off long enough to allow 

the stored hot water to cool below 70 degrees this can 

breed legionnaires disease which can cause serious 

health issues. 

If you see a red indicator light on  the tank of a Rheem 

Solar hot water system please report this to your 

housing officer as the system may have a fault and 

Homes North will arrange a qualified plumber to    

inspect and rectify as needed. 

  GARDEN COMPETITION 

G reen thumbs get ready!  The  

Homes North properties      

annual Garden Competition is on 

again.  Tenant gardens will be 

judged between September and 

October.   Entry forms can be    

obtained from each Homes North 

Office.    

1st prize is $300, 2nd prize is $200 

and 3rd prize is $100 for tenants in 

all Homes North locations. There 

will be an opportunity for unit 

complexes to submit an  

entry.  This could be your  

time to shine. 



 

 

HOMES NORTH ELDER ABUSE POLICY 
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T he good news is Australia is doing something    
positive to improve the lives of our parents and    

grandparents. The bad news is we can no longer 
pretend there are golden years awaiting us all in old 
age. 

The release of the Australian  Law Reform             
Commission (ALRC) report into elder abuse is a     
substantial step forward in addressing physical, sexual, 
psychological, emotional and financial abuse of the 
elderly.   

As expected, the report only addresses the legal      
aspect of elder abuse.  What is missing is the impacts 
of elder abuse on health and wellbeing, particularly as 
older people who are victims of abuse and neglect are 
more likely to die earlier.  

Despite this gap, we need to be brave enough to read 
the 428 page report, and act on the 43 
recommendations.   Australian’s recent examples of 
confronting  other sources of abuse and neglect 
including the harm to the Stolen Generation, child 
sexual abuse, family violence and abuse of people with 
a mental illness should prepare us to take the next 
step.  

A total of 14 out of the ALRC’s recommendations are 
about improving aged care, in both residential settings 
and the home.  Recommendations include improving 
the reporting and monitoring of serious incidents, such 
as sexual or physical abuse, with the process to be 
overseen by an independent body.  While a reporting 
system will not prevent abuse, it is an essential and 
welcome first step.   

Another recommendation addresses the perennial  
matter about quality of care and staffing in residential 
aged care services, including looking at optimal staffing 
models and levels. 

We know older people are at greater risk of abuse and 
neglect than the general population because  

 

 

of their physical frailty, cognitive impairment, multiple 
illnesses, social isolation and need for assistance with 
personal or domestic tasks.   

Of all the hidden aspects of abuse and neglect, sexual 
assault is the least acknowledged, detected, and 
reported type, especially in people living in residential 
aged care.  While this is mentioned in the report, it 
deserves far more attention.  

These situations persist because of community        
inaction.  We are reluctant to accept the possibility of 
these incidents because they are too horrific to       
contemplate.  We reassure and rationalise our inaction 
by saying the perpetrators are a very small minority of 
criminally minded individuals, which is not the reality.  
In fact the perpetrators are more often a person who is 
in a position of trust such as a family member or carer. 

The fact that such a report is needed is, in part, a     
reflection of Australia’s complex, fragmented             
arrangement of health, aged care and legal systems.  
This leads to a divergent, discordant or contradictory 
approach towards older people that unnecessarily 
impinges on their rights, choices and freedoms.   

So, the greatest challenge in preventing elder abuse is 
equipping the law, health and aged care sectors to be 
better at screening, identifying and intervening to 
protect their rights.  Incredibly sensitivity is also 
required as the vast majority of children, partners and 
care staff are fabulous advocates and supporters of 
older people. 

   

 

 

ELDER ABUSE REPORT IGNORES IMPACT ON PEOPLE’S HEALTH 
- Joseph Ibrahim & Lyndal Burgeja (Monash University) 

Homes North Community Housing is committed in our 
efforts to improve the quality of their aged tenants.  We have 
developed an Elder Abuse Policy which can be found on 

our Homes North website:  

http://homesnorth.org/elder-abuse-policy-2/.   



 

 

 PICTORIAL 
Left: Raymond Dennison, 

a Homes North tenant in 

Moree points to the 

prizes for the children’s 

colouring competition. 

Homes North participated 

in the NAIDOC Family Fun 

Day.  Right: Peggy       

Marshall, the President of 

the Tamworth Tenant 

Participation Committee, 

talks with people at the 

Tamworth NAIDOC Family 

Fun Day. At each location 

there was a lolly guessing   

competition and a       

colouring competition for 

the children. 

Below left:  Gunnedah NAIDOC Committee about 

ready to cut the cake.  Homes North’s Tenant  

Participation Officer, Joy Wilson, was part of the 

NAIDOC Committee.   

Below: Krystal Rooke, Housing Officer - 

Gunnedah, and Paster Neville  Mammon from 

Turning Point, talk with Gunnedah locals at 

Gunnedah’s NAIDOC  Family Fun Day.   

Below: Homes North Community Housing staff and Board Members participate in  Armidale ’s Reconciliation Day Walk. 
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DID YOU KNOW? 

The National Disability Insurance 

Scheme is usually called the NDIS.  It 

is a new way of providing support to 

people with disability in Australia.  

The NDIS is based on the idea that 

everyone with disability is       

different and that they need    

different types of support.  It gives 

people with a disability more choice 

and flexibility over the supports they 

use. 

For more information you can phone NDIS on 1800 800 110 or you can get more information on the website www.ndis.gov.au  

Anyone can use the NDIS if you have a disability that    

affects the way you take part in everyday life and are aged 

between 0—64 years old.   

People will be able to access the NDIS across NSW     

between 1st July 2016 and 30th June 2018.  From 1st July 

2018, all eligible people with disability in NSW will be able 

to access the NDIS.   To find out when the NDIS is       

available in your area, go to  

www.ndis.nsw.gov.au 

The NDIS will consider the role of families and carers 

when developing plans with the person with disability.  

This might include the support that families and carers  

provide, their other responsibilities and their own life plans.   

If you already receive disability support or services from a 

service provider you can have a yarn with them about the 

NDIS and what it all means.   

They can also explain what other types of                       

disability support are available and who can                    

provide the support you may be looking for. 

Check out in your local community for local NDIS        

workshops, forums or information sessions being                

held.  If you can’t attend, remember to call and ask          

for information to be sent out to you.   

The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) will work 

out if you can use the NDIS.  There is also a checklist on 

the NDIS website to help you find out if you are able to  

apply for NDIS.  www.ndis.gov.au/ndis-access-checklist 

1 

2                 When you can start using the NDIS may     

 depend on: where you live, whether or not you 

are using disability supports already and what kind of 

supports you use.  If you currently receive disability 

supports from the NSW Government, but you are not 

eligible for the NDIS, you will not miss out.  The NSW 

Government will make sure that you will continue to 

receive similar outcomes, even if you are not eligible 

for the NDIS. 

3 

4 

The NDIS will ensure that people with disability are given every opportunity to make their own decisions and exercise 

choice and control. They recognise that the role of families and carers is often essential in supporting people with 

disability to realise these goals and will include them in discussions about supports. The NDIS will provide 

information, referrals and linkage to ensure families and carers are able to access supports in the community to 

assist them in their role. 
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https://www.ndis.gov.au/people-disability/information-and-referral.html

